
Stiff as a board....?

The phrase ‘to shuffle off this mortal coil’, as coined by Shakespeare in
his play Hamlet, was brought to mind recently when an older citizen
entered my consulting room with an equally elderly dog ‘Scrumpy’, who
crept in looking very subdued.

Not beating about the bush, I had just managed to say ‘Good Morning’,
when he launched into a description of the dogs symptoms. ‘He be
getting up along and has the screws’ I was told. I obviously looked a bit
perplexed so the gentleman fortunately clarified somewhat. ‘He be
shuffling as he’s one side of it’. Now if any of you readers are from
Somerset you may know full well what he meant, but for those that are
not I later found out it was that the dog was stiff, getting old and past his
best! However at least shuffling was a clue I could keenly grasp and on
further examination it was quite clear that the dog was shuffling because
its legs were stiff with arthritis. 

Now its not too many years ago that little could have been done for this
and, in those days, it might have been kinder for the dog to have
shuffled off this mortal coil rather than have been in permanent
discomfort. However nowadays there are many treatments for arthritis in
dogs which frequently bring relief and Scrumpy was prescribed medicine
to have in his food every day. 

Scrumpy reappeared in my consulting room three weeks later looking
much more lively. ‘ He be sprack’ I was told, as the gentleman smiled.
Scrumpy just wagged his tail and licked my hand and it was clear he
was no longer shuffling anywhere!

If your dog is elderly and seems stiff, has difficulty jumping up or is
reluctant to exercise then you would be doing it a great service to take it
to your veterinary surgeon for treatment. Then, like Scrumpy, it might
enjoy a new lease of life!
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